
Cenocco Easy Stitch Handheld Sewing Machine

Handheld portable sewing machine, powerful for denim. Perfect for on-spot repairs, compact and
lightweight. Battery or adaptor-operated. Easy to use, ideal travel companion.

Manufacturer: Cenocco Home
Reference:CC-9073
Options:
Color : Green, Red, Turquoise

Product Description and Specification
The Cenocco CC-9073 Handheld sewing machine is a portable and convenient and valuable tool for quick and crafty fabric
alterations and any repairs solution. This compact sewing machine is remarkable can fit in your hand providing complete and
great control for easy operation. This is also great during travels with its compact size and lightweight features and can be
used at home, in the car or where ever and whenever it is necessary. Perfect on any event and occasion, interior designing, 
DIY fabric craft, curtains or just sewing clothes this will save up a lot of time and effort.  With the easy-grip characteristic of
the device, the precision in control is perfectly stable. The rotary adjustment and the tension control is very helpful in
adjusting the stitch tightness while the fastening plate provides secure placement of the fabric. This portable handheld
sewing machine has two power option, it can run through a 4 AA battery or a DC6V power adaptor which is not included in
the package. Mend, fix, create and design any fabric with this compact and powerful convenient tool. 

 

Features: 

Handheld portable sewing machine The power of a big machine even sews through denim Perfect for tricky positioning and



stitch line Can sew denim, silk, wool, leather, craft Compact and lightweight Great for on spot repairs and alterations Repair
delicate fabric like silk Battery or power adaptor operated Easy to operate Ideal travel companion  since it can fit the pocket
Ideal for a quick repair Portable and easy to carry around Can also be used on hanging curtains, pet clothes and decorative
Repairs that conventional sewing machines can't handle Simple, convenient machine, easy to use and carry Can be used by a
beginner and professionals  Can make some DIY art crafts easily Saves time and money

Specifications:

Brandname: Cenocco Color: Red, Turquoise, Green Materials: ABS and High-Grade Steel Stitch line: Single Stitch Power:
DC 6V 800 MA Battery-powered: 4 AA Maximum Thickness of Fabric: 1.8mm Product Weight: 0.16 kgs Product
Dimension: 21cm x 6.6cm x 3.6cm

Package Included:

1 x Handheld Sewing Machine 2 x Needle 1 x Spindle 1 x Needle Threader 3 Extra Bobbins with Thread 1 x Instruction
Manual

Note:

AA batteries not included Power Adaptor not included

EAN : 0634158798962

Weight : 0.30 Kg

Volume : 0.00173 m3

(L x l x H) : 23.00 cm x 15.00 cm x 5.00 cm

Box 60  units

Pallet 1320  (Units)

Box dimensions 60cm x 28cm x 47cm

User Manual
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